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One of the easiest way of simulating this complexity-complexity relationship is what I call quantitative cheesing. Suppose that your government is providing some level of cheesegiversion-that-gives-away-free-cheese. The classic examples are free college tuition, free health insurance, and so on. Suppose that the cheesegiversion gives out one-time
tax credits instead of free paychecks. Now, let the unemployment rate of those who lose their cheesegiver jobs go to 0% instead of 5-20%. The catch is that the people who lose their jobs also get these one-time tax credits. The tax credits are their paychecks, so they dont have to make up for lost wages. The political implications of this are obvious.

But suppose that the taxpayer loses out on the one-time tax credit but gets to keep paying taxes. The taxpayer isnt getting a direct benefit for losing her cheesegiver job, so shes much less likely to be concerned. Also, the taxpayer isnt really losing money on her unemployment taxes; she still keeps her $50,000 wage, so shes not going to have to cut
back on consumption. For every taxpayer who gets free jobs like that, there are 100 others who get free money like that. Ultimately, the taxpayer feels much better about losing out on the tax credit than about getting a direct benefit for losing her cheesegiver job. Ironically, that doesnt seem like a particularly impressive way of giving away a whole

bunch of money. Someone would have to be kind of stupid to not pay taxes. It seems as if the most useful conclusion you can draw from this simulation is that the middle-of-the-spectrum game of giving away free stuff is to keep it indirect. Give away cheese-based tax credits, and the taxpayer isnt getting any cash for free.
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the groundhogs werent as consistently or coherently heavy as many other groups on this list. but splits songwriting is greatin a parallel world, cherry red still gets played twice a day on rock radioand you can feel the musicians ecstasy during the lengthy instrumental passages. led
by guitarist tony mcphee, the groundhogs recorded an album and a single as john lee hookers backing band, but had the imagination not to end up as just another british group playing slavish blues tributes. the conventional wisdom is that their best cycle of studio albums runs

from blues obituary (imperial, 1969) to who will save the world (united artists, 1972), but later stuff like crosscut saw (united artists, 1976) is pretty good too. in its own way, the groundhogs best stuff is as classic and direct as the stones. imperial glory is a strategy game in which
you take command of a medieval army and lead it to the conquest of the holy roman empire. the empire consists of many lands, each with their own special characteristics and armies. in each campaign you have to build a strong army in order to conquer the whole empire.

imperial glory features a deep strategy mode with its own missions, campaign, and arena mode. the arena is a tournament in which you can test your skill in real combat with up to four opponents. the game also features a fully 3d combat mode in which you can take control of
your units and lead them in battle. the game plays like the board game risk and the game has 3 modes: campaign, arena and training. the campaign mode has you playing through a campaign. in the campaign mode, you fight battles across the map with units and armies. the

arena mode is played in a real time scenario. the training mode is a fun way to practice your imperial glory skills. 5ec8ef588b
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